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Abstract- We present in this series of tWI() papers a new
approach for modeling and capturing the time-1rarying structure
of the spectral envelope of speech. In this '1I»proach, we use
an acoustic subword decomposition and the ][{arhunen-Loeve
transform (KLT) to extract and efficiently rep]~esent the highly
correlated structure of the spectral envelope. Illltegration of the
KLT with acoustic subword modeling is a novlel approach that
concisely represents both steady-state and dynamic features of
the spectra in a unified framework that very effectively captures
acoustic-phonetic patterns.
The organization of these two papers is as Irollows: the first
paper, Part I presents the physiological and perceptual basis
for the approach, the frame-based and acousti'l:-subword-based
spectral representation, and applications to speaker-dependent
recognition. The performance of the recognition algorithm based
on this approach compares favorably to other existing techniques.
Part II will present a frequency-domain coding technique by
analysis/synthesis. This application of the new IItlethod produces
good quality speech at low bit rates.
(b)
KL Traosform
speech I
-
(c)
Fig. 1. Comparison of speech processing algorithms: (a) Mathematically
based algorithms. (b) Linguistically based algorithms. (c) New hybrid ap-
proach.
I. INTRODUCll0N
T HE PROCESSING of speech signals for applications in
analysis/synthesis, recognition, and enhancement is inter-
twined in many ways with the perceptual properties of human
hearing and with the process of speech generation by humans.
In this series of two papers, we report a new representation of
speech which exploits efficiently both the pro~~rties of hearing
and the global structure of speech signals.
Speech signals, although considered to be nonstationary,
have a well-defined structure, related to lingui:,tic events, that
can be exploited in the development of mathematical, signal-
processing-based, speech processing algorithn:ls. Commonly,
mathematically based speech processing systems, shown in
Fig. l(a), divide an utterance into a sequence of fixed-length
analysis frames and extract the same type (Jlf feature from
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each frame (acoustically based, signal-independent feature
extraction) [I], [2]. Such systems do not exploit the high-level
correlation that exists between adjacent frames in the spectral
envelope and require computationally intensive dynamic time
warp (DTW) or optimal search algorithms that operate at
the frame level to compensate for speaking rate variations.
Linguistically based approaches, Fig. I (b), divide an utterance
into linguistically based subwords, e.g., phonemes or sylla-
bles, by extracting features known to perform the appropriate
linguistic distinctions (linguistically based, signal-dependent
feature extraction with linguistically based subword units)
[31. Generally more robust, such systems require "human-
controlled" training sessions to determine the necessary fea-
tures to extract the linguistically defined units. We present
here a hybrid approach, shown in Fig. I(c), that incorporates
high-level speech structure into a mathematical framework
and performs an acoustically based, signal-dependent feature
extraction with acoustically based subword units.
It is known from acoustic-phonetics that phonemes can be
described acoustically in terms of distinct spectral features.
Although the frequency spectrum of speech is usually com-
puted in adjacent 10-20-ms frames to track changing spectral
characteristics, the duration of phonemes is typically much
longer than the 10-20-ms frame [4]. Consequently at a higher
phonetic level, the frequency spectrum of speech exhibits
regions of highly correlated frames.
.00 @ 1993 IEEE
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as well as the time-domain structure which occurs in speech
production.
A. Properties of Hearing [16]-[18]
It is widely known that for complex sound signals such as
speech, the critical band concept provides a powerful means
for describing the frequency-domain behavior of the auditory
system. We exploit the efficiencies inherent in this concept
by applying a critical-band decomposition to the short-time
spectrum of the speech signal. In addition, we use hearing
threshold curves to compensate for variations in loudness
sensitivity vs. frequency.
B. Speech Signal Model
We shall make use of the well-known characteristics of
speech which can be described in either the time domain
or in the frequency domain. This leads to the simple speech
production model as a function of analysis frame n and sample
index m:
s(m,n) = a(n)[e(m,n) *v(m,n)] (1)
where e( m, n) corresponds to the excitation signal, a( n) to
the signal gain; v( m, n) to a vocal tract filter; and * to the
convolution operator.
Assuming a(n) is constant for short analysis durations, the
short-time discrete Fourier transform (STFI') of s( n) is then
S(k,n) = a(n)E(k,n)V(k,n) (2)
where k is the frequency (channel) index. In our work on anal-
ysis/synthesis, we shall use the frequency-domain expression
of (2) instead of the commonly used time-domain expression
of speech generation. The limitations of the model for the
synthesis of high quality speech will be discussed in Part II
on analysis/synthesis.
Phonetic and Linguistic Model It is well known that inte-
gration of the speech production model with the linguistic and
phonetic model reveals that the spectral envelope IV(k, n)1
contains phonetically and linguistically relevant information
over much larger segments than the frame n upon which
IV(k, n)1 is defined. For example, Fig. 2 shows the spectral
envelope, IV(k, n)l, for the word "six."
The spectral envelope IV(k, n)\ exhibits four regions of high
spectral homogeneity: a high-frequency region corresponding
to the phoneme Is/; a low frequency, vowel region; a silent
region and another high frequency region. Each region is com-
posed of multiple, highly correlated analysis frames, which,
in speech production physiology, correspond to the relatively
slow rate of change in the vocal tract. Our approach is to
capture mathematically this high-level phonetic and linguistic
information, as well as their transitions.
We exploit this high-level, linguistically relevarlt correla-
tion in two ways: 1) by partitioning the speech signal into
variable duration subword units, denoted acoustic subwords,
that have approximately stationary spectral characteristics and
2) by performing a Karhunen-Loeve transform ~:KLT) [5]
on each acoustic subword to extract the structure of spectral
correlations within each subword.
Although the benefits of extending a linguistic subword
framework to speech processing tasks has been vi/idely ac-
knowledged, especially in speech recognition [6], linguistic
subwords have proven very difficult to extract from the acous-
tic waveform [7]. Linguistic subwords tend to exhill>it a great
deal of acoustic variability because they are derivl~d from a
linguistic description of language and therefore are subject to
acoustic variation due to coarticulatory effects.
In our new approach, neither feature nor segment ype is
chosen a priori but is selected based on the nature of the input
speech spectra. Thus this new speech signal representation
strategy captures the detailed structure of speech ~,ith signal
processing techniques. The basic structure of our approach
is a double decomposition of the speech signal consisting
of 1) analysis and representation of the speech signal in the
frequency domain using properties of hearing and 2~) analysis
and representation of the spectral envelope using the acoustic
structure of speech and the KLT.
The KLT is performed on each acoustic subword to capture
the inter- and intra-frame correlations within the subword and
extracts not only the time-varying structure of the spectral
envelope but also produces a set of spectral featun~s defined
by the characteristics of the acoustic subword. The KLT
transformation matrix, by capturing the structure of spectral
correlations within an acoustic subword, implicitly captures
elements of acoustic-phonetic patterns as well.
Although the KLT has been used by various speech process-
ing algorithms to extract statistical correlations, applying the
KLT to variable duration, acoustically homogeneous regions
is a new approach. The speech recognition system proposed
by Doddington [8], for example, uses a fixed intenral of two
adjacent spectral frames to calculate the KLT. Atal performs
a transformation on the LPC parameters over a whole word
to reduce interframe redundancies and to decrease title bit rate
in speech coding [9]. Unlike these approaches, we use the
structure of the speech signal to determine regionls of high
correlation and compute a separate KLT for each variable
duration region to extract its spectral correlations.
The organization of these two papers is as foillows: the
first paper, Part I: "General Approach and Application to
Speech Recognition," presents the frame-based and acoustic-
subword-based spectral representation, and applic;ations to
speaker-dependent recognition; Part II: "Speech Analysis and
Synthesis," presents a frequency-domain analysis:/synthesis
application of the new method. Preliminary results of this
approach have been reported by our group [IO]-[I"~].
III. NEW SPEECH SIGNAL REPRESENTATION MODEL
Both the properties of speech and of hearing are important
to an effective representation of speech signals and are incor-
porated in our representation. Our basic approach is shown in
Fig. 3.
ll. BACKGROUND
Our approach is to structure the representation of Ithe speech
signal to be able to incorporate the frequency-domain decom-
position and critical band aggregation which occurs in hearing
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Fig. 2. Spectral envelope IV(k, n)1 for "six.
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Fig. 3 Flowchart of new approach to speech processing.
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Fig. 4. Spectrogram of the word "seven" with its phonemic and acoustic sub
word decompositions marked.The speech signal is sampled at 101 kHz and windowed
into 25.6 ms analysis frames using a Hanning window. The
short-time Fourier transform (STFf) magnitude is computed
for each frame using a 12.8-ms overlap between adjacent
frames. A fairly coarse representation of the STFf envelope
is quite satisfactory to achieve a reconstJruction or synthesis of
speech that is perceptually of high quality. We map the STFf
into a coarse spectral envelope representation denoted as the
critical bands decomposition. Thus for each analysis frame,
the fine spectral information is mapped! into an efficient and
perceptually based critical bands representation.
We use the critical band spectrum to )Jerform the segmenta-
tion into acoustic subwords. Acoustic subwords correspond to
regions of acoustic quasi-stationarity in the spectral envelope.
To illustrate the difference between acoustic subwords and
phonemes, for example, Fig. 4 shows the spectrogram of the
word "seven" together with its acoustic subword and phonemic
decompositions. The three phoneme sequence /E-v-N corre-
sponds to one acoustic subword becau~:e of its homogeneous
spectral behavior. Thus acoustic subwoJrds capture the natural
breakdown of speech and provide a spectrally based modular
representation which contains all conventional segmentation
units.
The frame-based critical band vectors, normalized for gain,
are then collected over each acoustic subword for further anal-
ysis and representation by the KLT. Each acoustic subword is
a spectrally homogeneous region composed of multiple highly
correlated critical band vectors. The KLT provides an efficient
representation of the correlations within each subword. Hence
each subword is represented by a unique KL transformation
matrix which concisely describes the perceptually relevant
linguistic information within the subword.
A. Frame-Based Perceptual Mapping into Critical Bands
The goal of the. representation is to obtain the coarsest
decomposition which will allow the reconstruction or synthesis
of speech with a small degradation. This implies that the
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Flowchart of the new automatic segmentation algorithm.Fig. 5.
the components of}:;, (O"~, O"~,..., O"J), unknown and and the
components of }:;o known.
The likelihood function for the sample segment assuming
frame independence is
speech signal is mapped to a perceptually unifonm space where
equally small perturbations in any representation component
is perceived. Our work is to determine a general strategy for
spectral envelope representation equivalent to tile use of bank
of filters for the speech signal wavefonm used in recognition.
Since the bank-of-filters method of representing an envelope
does not have a natural inverse, a different strategy must
be used whenever the eventual reconstructioIJI of speech is
desired. In our approach, we first warp the short-time spectral
magnitude into the Bark domain, and then decimate into
critical bands by applying smoothing at critical..band intervals
to the Bark spectrum. For speech with a 4-kJ:Iz bandwidth,
18 of these samples form the critical-band envelope of each
frame.
To reconstruct a frequency-domain envelope from the
critical-band samples, we use an interpolation filter to generate
a Bark envelope from the samples, then map the envelope back
into the frequency domain using the inverse of the original
warping operation.
The decimation filter and the interpolation filter are de-
signed jointly to meet several goals in the overall critical-
band analysis/reconstruction process [19]. The design goals
include preservation of the concentration of spectral energy
within each critical band, providing smoothing to the spectral
magnitude to assist in rejecting pitch-related fine structure,
and invariance of the critical-band energies through repeated
analysis and reconstruction.
L(!!:., E) = (27r)-JN/2IEI-N/2 exp
and the maximum-likelihood ratio criterion is
L(Q,Eo)
max L
( O E)E -,
(5)>..=
that is, the numerator is the likelihood function for (JI" E) in the
parameter space restricted by the null hypothesis (~ = Q, E =
Eo) and the denominator is the maximum over the parameter
space (l!:. = Q, E positive definite). When E is unrestricted, the
maximum occurs when it is defined by its maximum likelihood
estimator t in which
(6)
Inserting 0-; into (5) and simplifying we obtain the MLR test
HoJ A2 J ~~ <N u" ~ VJA=ln>'=- 2 I:ln~-~~ >
"- I OJ J=1 HJ- 1
THRESH (7)
B. Segmentation into Acoustic Subwords
We now decompose speech based on spectral criteria into
multiple subword segments, termed acoustic subwords, whose
spectral frames are highly correlated. As stated earlier, the
algorithm extracts acoustic subwords based solely on the
spectral variation within the signal without any reference to
linguistic content.
The speaker-independent automatic segmentation algorithm
performs speech/nonspeech detection and acoustic subword
differentiation. The algorithm uses the maximum likelihood
ratio (MLR) classification methodology to detect spectral
change. The segmentation algorithm, shown in Fig. 5, detects
acoustic subwords by employing sliding window MLR tests
in two iterations. In the first iteration, the incoming signal is
partitioned into speech and nonspeech intervals; while in the
second iteration, the speech signal is furthered partitioned into
its acoustic subwords. The structure of the speech signal itself
is used to adapt the detection strategy in the sliding window
framework.
The algorithm segments the utterance into T variable length
segments where each segment represents a region of quasi-
stationary spectral characteristics. It is assumed for simplicity
that Q(n), the critical band vector for frame n, is a J-
dimensional, zero mean, independently distributed normal
random variable Q(n) "" N(Q, E). We derive the theoretical
formulation of the generalized MLR test for the hypotheses:
Ho : E = Eo
HI : E # Eo (3)
on the basis of a sample segment (Q(I),Q(2),... ,Q(N)] with
where, at stepk
A2 (in~ 2 -
UOj
u;(k)
-r
(10j
(8)
in which o-;(k) represents the sample variance of the jth
frequency band at step k, a~j is the jth variance of Eo, and
THRESH is a threshold that is experimentally detennined.
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Fig. 7. A( n) statistic for acoustic subword segmentation of the word "six."
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Fig. 6. A(n) statistic for speech/nonspeech segmentation of the word "six,"
Speech/Nonspeech Segmentation In the first iteration, the
input signal is differentiated into speech and non speech seg-
ments. The MLR tests are applied sequentially to three frame
segments Y(n) = [Q(n -l),Q(n),Q(n + 1)]. The MLR test
at each step n is:
Ho(n) : E(n) = Eo
Hl(n) : E(n) ¥ Eo (9)
Now, in (8) O"fij(n) is the sample variance of Z(n -1) and
o-J(n) is the sample variance of Z(n + 1).
Hence the MLR test at each step n detects if a spectral
transition occurs within the segment Y(n). If a transition does
occur, spectral characteristics of Z(n -1) differ from those
of Z(n + 1) and A(n) exceeds threshold.1Ypically transitions
are characterized by several frames of A(n) above threshold.
Acoustic subword boundaries then are chosen to correspond
to the maximum of the A(n) statistic in this region. When no
significant change in spectral characteristics occurs, A( n) does
not exceed threshold. A threshold of 0.5 was used for acoustic
subword segmentation.
Fig. 7 gives the A( n) statistic for acoustic subword differen-
tiation of the word "six." The maxima in the A( n) contour that
exceed threshold define acoustic subword boundaries. Hence
the algorithm partitions "six" into four acoustic subwords: 1)
an acoustic subword consisting of a high frequency structure,
2) a low frequency acoustic subword, 3) a silence, and 4) an
acoustic subword corresponding to the second region of high
frequency content.
This MLR segmentation strategy is used for analysis/syn-
thesis. In the application to recognition, it is used for
speech/nonspeech segmentation and complemented by a
hierarchical segmentation based on the KLT which is described
later.
c. Acoustic Subword Representation Using the KLT
Referring to Fig. 3, we now expand on the acoustic subword
representation using the KLT. Because an acoustic subword
corresponds to a time interval of speech with a quasi-stationary
spectral envelope, the frame-based critical band vector Q( n)
will vary slowly from frame to frame within an acoustic
subword. In Section Ill-B of this paper we described an
algorithm that automatically decomposes the spectral envelope
into T variable length acoustic subwords yl,y2,... ,yT
where yi = [Q(Bi),... ,Q(Ni)], Bi = Ni-l + 1 denotes the
beginning frame of a subword, and Bl = 1. Here we discuss
the representation of the critical band vectors, and hence the
speech spectral envelope, over an acoustic subword using the
KLT.
The KLT achieves dimensionality reduction by capturing
latent patterns of correlation among the observed variables and
representing them by .a set of ranked, uncorrelated variables.
The rank indicates the relative dominance of each latent
pattern.
where in (8) a~j represents the sample noise variance of the
jth frequency band and is obtained from the first 60ms of the
input signal, which is assumed to be silence, and
1 n+l
a-j(n) ="3 L oj,. (10)
'=n-l
In speech/non speech segmentation, MIJR tests are applied
sequentially to three sample segments to detect the presence
of speech. The MLR test compares the total spectral structure
of a three sample segment with that of noise. A threshold of
0.25 was used for speech/non speech segI1llentation.
Fig. 6 shows the A(n) statistic for s~~ech/nonspeech seg-
mentation of the word "six". There are Itwo distinct regions
in the A( n) statistic that exceed thresh,old; each region is
therefore classified as speech. The sileru:e in the middle of
the word is the stop associated with the plosive /k/.
Acoustic Subword Segmentation The s(~gmenter then enters
a second level of sliding window MLR test iterations in which
the speech signal is further segmented into acoustic subwords.
To perform acoustic subword differentiation, we exploit the
natural structure of speech that spectral transitions are pre-
ceded by multiple frames of one signal statistic and followed
by multiple frames of another signal statistic. In acoustic
subword differentiation, MLR tests are aplplied sequentially to
five frame segments Y(n) = (Z(n-1),Z(:n),Z(n+1)] where
Z(n -1) = [Q(n -2),Q(n -1)]
Z(n) = [Q(n)]
Z(n + 1) = [Q(n + l),Q(n + 2)] (11)
3AMPLrruDEX 1°; I I I I
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Fig. 8. Definition and interpretation 01: parameter sets extracted by the KLT acoustic subword representation strategy.
perceptually important information. In addition, we will show
that the transform coefficients capture, by a simple sign
change, time-varying spectral structure.
D. Example of New Speech Signal Representation
Methodology
We highlight, in Figs. 9 and 10, key components of our
new approach on a sample spectral envelope. Fig. 9(a) shows
the spectral envelope of an utterance decomposed into two
acoustic subwords. Acoustic subword #1 is characterized by
mid and high frequency components; acoustic subword #2 by
low-frequency spectral components. Fig. 9(b)-(g) graphically
illustrate the parameters extracted by the KLT analysis of
each subword. Fig. 9(b), 9(d), and 9(f) corresponds to eigen-
vector #1, eigenvector #2, and the eigenvalue rank vector
respectively for acoustic subword #1, i.e., ~1' ~2' and ~;
likewise Fig. 9(c), 9(e), and 9(g) corresponds to eigenvector
#1, eigenvector #2, and the KLT rank vector, respectively,
for acoustic subword #2, i.e., ~1' ~2' ~. Eigenvector #1
captures the global spectral structure of each acoustic subword.
Peaks in the mid and high components of eigenvector #1 for
acoustic subword # 1 indicate the presence of mid and high
frequency subword spectral structure. Similarly, the two large
peaks in eigenvector #1 for acoustic subword #2 correspond
to its first and second formant frequencies. The subword
rank vector measures the concentration of spectral energy
and, in general, describes the voiced/unvoiced characteristic
of an acoustic subword. Because voiced subwords generally
exhibit more highly correlated spectral patterns, they require
fewer significant eigenvalues. For example, the rank vector
for acoustic subword #2, which is voiced, is much more
concentrated than that for subword #1, which is unvoiced.
Fig. 10 demonstrates how the KLT allows, with very few co-
efficients and eigenvectors, to capture major spectral patterns.
Fig. 10(a) is the spectral envelope of an utterance decomposed
into two acoustic subwords; Fig. 10(b) is the reconstructed
spectral envelope using only 1 transform coefficient per frame
for each acoustic subword; and Fig. 10(c) is the reconstructed
spectral envelope using two transform coefficients per frame
for each acoustic subword. We observe that the gross structure
of the envelope is captured with a single coefficient, and that
Each acoustic subword yi = [Q(Bi),... ,Q(Ni)] is trans-
fonned by a KLT analysis yielding the KLT transfonnation
matrix ~ = [~1' ~2' ..., ~J]' a set of transform coefficients
Pjn where 1 $ j $ J and Bi $ n $ Ni, and a set of
eigenvalues .:?1. The c/>. are the eigenvectors ,of the sample
covariance matrix E ~l the critical band vector:; over a whole
acoustic subword where
1 N;
E = M~ L ((Q(n) -~)(Q(n) --~)T] (12)
n=B;
1 N;
~ = N:-=~ L Q(n). (13)
n=B;
Because the average or steady-state subwor,d structure is
an important feature in speech recognition, the sample data
correlation matrix R is used instead for Kl.T analysis in
speech recognition applications. Hence the c/>. correspond to
-J
the eigenvectors of R where
Each eigenvector </J. describes one latent pattern of corre-
-)
lation within the data. In addition to cI», the acoustic subword
transfonnation matrix, the KLT also yields a subword rank
vector ~ which consists of the eigenvalues of }~. Each eigen-
value represents the relative energy and importance of its
corresponding eigenvector or correlation pattern. Hence, the
KLT provides a hierarchical pattern extraction irnechanism.
Fig. 8 shows that when we p~rfonn a KLT analysis of an
acoustic subword, and apply this transfonnation to each frame-
based spectral envelope vector, we extract three parameter
sets pertinent to the characterization of speech: the acoustic
subword transfonnation matrix, the acoustic subword rank
vector and the transfonn coefficients.
The acoustic subword transfonnation matri,~ provides not
only an efficient basis for the representation of the speech
envelope, but as we will show, captures the acoustic-phonetic
structure of the spectral envelope. The set of eigenvalues
measures the concentration of spectral energy. And the KLT
transfonn coefficients are an efficient, framt~-based repre-
sentation of spectral structure which accounts for all the
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Fig. 9. Example of KLT acoustic subword analysis and representation. (a) Spectrogram of "star" decomposed into two
acoutic subwords. (b) Eigenvector I for subword I. (c) Eigenvector I for subword 2. (d) Eigenvector 2 for subword I.
(e) Eigenvector 2 for subword ;~. (f) Eigenvalue rank vector for subword I. (g) Eigenvalue rank vector for subword 2.
more detailed spectral characteristics are captured with two
coefficients. For example, transitional chara4::teristics at the
beginning and end of acoustic subword #2 are captured with
two coefficients. In general, we have observed that the detailed
acoustic subword spectral envelope can be represented with
only four transform coefficients per frame.
Note that the covariance matrix E is generally not of full
rank. This is quite consistent with the fact that only a few KLT
coefficients are sufficient to represent the spe<;tral envelope.
has found that the changing spectro-temporal configuration of
speech waveforms provides sufficient information for identifi-
cation of phonetic units, and further, that the dynamic spectral
information is sufficient for identification of vowels even when
the vowel nuclei are attenuated to zero [20]. Consequently,
understanding and adequately capturing time-varying spectral
structure in the feature analysis and description stage is of
crucial importance in all speech processing applications.
We perform an initial acoustic subword decomposition to
produce a coarse segmentation into quasi-stationary parts
using the statistically based subword algorithm described
in Section III-B. Statistically based segmentation algorii:hms
detect significant acoustic change in the speech signal by
IV. TIME-VARYING STRUCTURE
Temporal changes in the spectra are beli(:ved to play an
important role in human speech perception.. In fact, Furui
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(c)
first level, the MLR based segmentation algorithm perfonns
a coarse segmentation into quasi-stationary subwords. The
KLT then further refines coarse segmentation results producing
an accurate description of the time-varying structure of the
spectral envelope. Thus the new approach is a robust procedure
that compensates for errors in the statistically based acoustic
subword decomposition.
The first eigenvector t1 passes through the average structure
of the sample spectral space and captures the global or average
behavior across the entire spectral envelope. Successive eigen-
vectors and transfonn coefficients capture higher order statis-
tics and describe the characteristics of variations in the spectral
envelope. Consequently, they capture the acoustic-phonetic
properties of dynamic aspects of the spectral envelope.
Refonnulation of the derivation of the KLT using a pattern
classification framework reveals its ability to extract and
describe time-varying structure. Recalling the derivation of
the KLT, eigenvector 2 or t2 corresponds to that vector
that maximizes the sample variance of the second transfonn
coefficient P2 .Hence t2 maximizes
var(P2) = t~Rf2 = ).2 (15)
Fig. 10. Example of KLT acoustic subword analysis and representation.
(a) Spectrogram of original utterance of "star." (b) Reconstructed spectrum
using 1 transform coefficient. (c) Reconstructed spectrum using 2 transform
coefficients.
subject to the constraints ~i ~2 = 0 and ~; ~2 = 1. Because
~2 captures spectral structure orthogonal to and independent
of the average structure, it extracts dynamic aspects of the
spectra. We can express ~;R~2 as
p
M = L FnF'f; (16)
n=l
where Fn = ~; Q(n) corresponds to a linear discriminant
function and ~2 to a discriminant vector. Hence, ~2 corre-
sponds to that discriminant vector that maximizes the sum of
spectral frame projections orthogonal to the first eigenvector
4> .If the spectra contains a transition, the spectra will be
-1
characterized in ~J space by two clusters of points about the
average structure. Maximizing M is equivalent to determining
that discriminant vector for which the projected data clusters
will be maximally separated, for then var(P2) will be large.
Hence the KLT implicitly maximizes a discrimination criterion
defined by the sum of lumped class projections producing
a discriminant vector that passes through the direction of
maximum dispersion around the average structure to sub-
divide the classes. Further the linear discriminant function
Fn = ~; Q(n) corresponds to the second transform co-
efficient P2 for frame n. Hence P2 functions as a linear
discriminant function for classifying Q according to
P2n ~ 0 Q(n) fiNO
P2n < 0 Q(n) f iNl. (17)
monitoring acoustic cues using manually adjusted ttlfesholds.
It has been commonly acknowledged that a severe ]limitation
of the statistically based segmentation algorithms is ;lchieving
proper adjustment of threshold levels. Subword boundary
locations can be radically altered by a change in threshold
level. If the threshold is too low, a number of spurious
subwords are detected; as a result a homogeneous voiced
segment may be decomposed into multiple acoustic subwords.
Likewise, if the threshold is too high, smoother transjltions, for
example nasaVvowel transitions, are often not detected.
Although the new speech signal representation approach
we have described uses a statistically based algorithm to
perform an initial acoustic subword decomposition, the acous-
tic subword segmentation represents only the first step and
may result in substantial spectral variation within the seg-
ments. Within this approximately spectrally homogeneous
segmentation, the KLT eigenvectors and transfonn coeffi-
cients provide more detailed information on spectral variation
without further segmentation. This process can be iterated,
as will be discussed in the applications to isolated word
recognition. If, for example, the acoustic subword algorithm
does not detect a linguistically significant variation, e.g., a
nasal/vowel transition, the KLT will capture and describe it.
Likewise, the KLT acoustic subword transformation matrix
can be used to combine contiguous acoustic sub\\'ords that
exhibit similar acoustic-phonetic structure. Hence, the new
KLT -based representation scheme uses a multilevel approach
to capture and represent time-varying spectral structure. At the
Consequently, the transform coefficient trajectory across the
frames of the spectral envelope capture transitions in spectral
structure by a simple sign change. As a result, the KLT trans-
form coefficient trajectory functions as a spectral transition
tracker.
The correlation of the ith spectral component C( i) with the
jth transfoffi1 coefficientpj is Aj</Jij. Thus the </Ji; components
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subword level to capture the dynamics of spectral change
occurring within the subword and perform finer acoustic
subword decomposition. For example, KLT analysis of the
sonorant subword of the word "erase" generates a description
of its dynamic spectral characteristics and resultant formant
trajectory movement [10]. We will discuss more fully the use
of the KLT to perform subword segmentation in the section
on recognition.
In contrast to frame-based statistical segmentation routines
in which phonemes are oftentimes decomposed into multiple
sub-phonemic units that must be processed further to com-
bine units and ascertain correct labels [21]-[23], the KLT
is based on global segment-based signal statistics and as a
result produces a global segmentation based on gross spectral
characteristics. Hence the KLT produces a more natural, hi-
erarchically based segmentation decomposition scheme from
which subsequent KLT analysis can be performed to detect
spectral movement within the larger subword units.
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A. Use of the KLTto Track Formant Movement [10J
To further illustrate how this methodology for applying the
KLT extracts dynamic structure, we have applied this KLT
transformation analysis and representation strategy to confus-
able words. Figs. 12(a) and 13(a) show the spectral envelopes
for the two confusable words "go" and "no" respectively in
which a notable feature for differentiation between these two
spectra are the transition characteristics of the second and
third formants. KLT analysis of the vowel acoustic subwords
for "go" and "no," shown in Figs. 12(b)-(c) and 13(b)-(c),
respectively, capture this time-varying differentiating formant
characteristic. Description of the zero-crossing transitions in
the coefficient trajectory is provided by </J .The negative
-2
peaks describe the initial trajectory behavior, and indicate
the two formants converge for "go," evidenced by the broad
bandwidth, and diverge for "no," evidenced by the two distinct
peaks. A more complete evaluation of the performance of such
a scheme for confusable vocabularies is described in [13].
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Fig. II. Example of KLT -based acous1ic subword s'~gmentation. (a) Spec-
tro~-n of "erase." (b) KL transform coefficient 2 traj'~tory. (c) Eigenvector
,
V. ApPUCAllON OF THE NEW SPEECH
SIGNAL MODEL TO RECOGNIllON [12]-[14]
We have developed a speaker-dependent, discrete utterance
speech recognizer based on this new speech signal represen-
tation paradigm. This new approach incorporates high-level
spectral features into a mathematical framework and does
not require computationally intensive, frame-based dynamic
time warp or optimal search algorithms. The algorithm uses
the signal-dependent KLT transformation matrix directly to
obtain a compact feature basis describing acoustic subword
spectral information. Although the KLT generates additional
parameter sets, we show here that the KLT transformation
matrix is sufficient for performing limited vocabulary, speaker-
dependent recognition. We have evaluated speaker-dependent
performance using the Texas Instruments Inc. isolated word
database [24].
Although other recognition algorithms exist that use the
KLT to account for statistical correlation between nearby
spectral frames [8], [25], they return to the frame level, i.e.,
of Ihl' eigenvector q," describe the relative ilmportance of each
-J
of Ihl' spectral bands to the jth component. As a result, the q, "
caprure and describe spectral characteristics. Thus P2 captu~~
the U"Jllsition locations in time while ~2 des(;ribes the alternate
S!ck".'U"al characteristics about the transition.-
In Fig. 11, we demonstrate the ability of the KLT represen-
tatit"\l1 and analysis framework to detect timle-varying spectral
stru..-rure by using it to perform global acoustic subword seg-
menurion. An initial speech/nonspeech segmentation has been
pert'..'fn1ed using the MLR statistically b~lsed segmentation
algl"1!ithm described in Section llI-B. The spectral envelope
of Ihl' whole word "erase" shown in Fig. 1 1 (a) is analyzed
by ..KLT, yielding the P2 coefficient traje<:tory of Fig. 1 1 (b)
and the corresponding eigenvector f2 oj: Fig. 1 1 (c). The
coeffi..-ient P2 undergoes one zero-crossing transition yielding
t\\"l"' 34.'oustic subwords. The eigenvector ~2 describes the
Spl"\.-trJl characteristics of each acoustic subword wherein
positi\"e q,i2 values describe the spectral struc::ture of positive P2
regk"\(1S and likewise, negative q,i2 values d(:scribe the spectral
stru..-rure of negative P2 regions. Hence the positive peaks
de~be roughly the formant structure of the first acoustic
sur~,)rd while the negative peak describes the high frequency
stru..'llire of the second acoustic subword.
R-s.:ause the KLT describes the structure of variations within
the SiX'Ctral envelope, it can likewise be u:,ed at the acoustic
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Fig. 12. Example of KLT-based confusable word discrimination. (a) Spec-
trogram of "go." (b) KL transform coefficient 2 trajectory. (.::) Eigenvector
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Fig. 13. Example of KLT-based confusable word discrimination. (a) Spec-
trogram of "no." (b) KL transform coefficient 2 trajectory. (c) Eigenvector
?
in Fig. 14 in which the KLT parameters for two repetitions
of the word "erase," each with quite different duration, are
illustrated. KL coefficient 2 detects one significant variation
in both repetitions which corresponds to the voiced/unvoiced
transition in the word "erase." Since the linguistical features
are the same regardless of duration, the eigenvectors, likewise,
show little change.
A. Algorithm
A flow diagram of the algorithm is given in Fig. 15.
The high-level portion of the algorithm, which generates the
basic speech signal parametric representation, was described in
Section III. The critical band spectrum Q(I),Q(2),... ,Q(N)
enters the automatic segmentation block described in Section
III-B which detects speech-nonspeech boundaries. The spectral
envelope of the whole word then enters the KLT which
performs a high-level subword segmentation. Each subword
extracted by the high-level segmentation then enters the KLT
analysis and representation block which generates a more
detailed subword decomposition and feature basis. It operates
in a similar fashion as described in Section IV in which the
KLT transform coefficients are used to detect transitions in
spectral structure and generate a subword decomposition. As
described previously, each subword is characterized by a KLT
transformation matrix, an eigenvalue rank vector and a set of
KL transform coefficients.
the transfonn coefficients, to perfonn recognition and as a
result require computationally intensive, frame-based DTW
schemes to account for speaking rate variation. By contrast,
we use the KLT transfonnation matrix itself, i.e. tIle matrix of
eigenvectors, to perfonn acoustic subword classification.
As described in Section IV, the KLT perfonns a hierarchical
feature extraction in which the first eigenvector, accounting
for the largest energy concentration, captures global acous-
tic-phonetic properties, while higher order eigenve.::tors extract
the interdependent, dynamic structure of acoustic-phonetic
characteristics across the spectral envelope. Consequently,
we define a hierarchically based classification strategy to
exploit this property of the KLT. This featurf: extraction
framework parallels that of a linguistically base<l scheme in
which more and more subtle acoustic-phonetic features are
extracted until a phonemic label is ascertained. However, in
contrast to linguistically based approaches, the KL1r perfonns a
hierarchical feature extraction mathematically; neither explicit
knowledge of acoustic-phonetics nor visual observation of
spectrograms is required.
The KLT transfonnation matrix captures spectral relation-
ships within an analysis unit, and as a result is not especially
sensitive to absolute frame number. A very imlJOrtant con-
sequence of this property is that a DTW algorithm is not
required at the frame level in our recognition aI1~orithm. An
examnle of KLT -based temporal nonnalization is illustrated
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Fig. 14, Illustration of KLT-based time alignmen1 using 2 repetitions of the word "erase." (a) Waveform of repetition 1 of "erase," (b)
Waveform of repetition 2 of "erase." (c) Eligenvector 1 for repetition 1. (d) Eigenvector 1 for repetition 2. (e) KLT coefficient 2 for first
repetition. (f) KLT coefficient 2 for the second repetition. (g) Eigenvector 2 for first repetition. (h) Eigenvector 2 for the second repetition.
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Fig. 16. Block diagram of KLT analysis and representation block.t11WNINGSHT
Fig. 15. Block diagram of subword l"eCognizer.
explained in Section IV, detects transitions in structure, >'2 of
each subword is compared to a threshold T R to determine
the spectral complexity of the subword. If >'2 < T R the
eigenvectors for the current subword are stored. If >'2 > T R,
Fig. 16 is a flowchart of the KLT subword analysis and
representation block. Because eigenvalue 2 captures energy
concentrated in the second transform coefficient P2, which, as
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Fig. 17. Block diagram of the multilevel dynamic time warping algorithm
(MLDTW).
3. Detennine the minimum distance over the set of dis-
tances D!n in OJ
Dmin = mill Dtn (20)
l~m~p(j)
4. Form the reduced, partial reference set
OJ+1 = {Zl,Z2,... ,ZpU+l)} (21)
an additional level of acoustic subword segmentation is per-
formed. When all subwords have been analyzed, the multilevel
subwords are combined to generate the final sub word decom-
position. Hence, each word is decomposed into a sequence of
T acoustic subwords wherein each subword is dc~scribed by a
set of KLT feature basis vectors [<I> , <I> ,..., <I> ].
-1 -2 -J
After each word has been decomposed into a sequence of
subwords, the algorithm takes different paths dlepending on
its mode of operation. In training mode, the eige:nvectors and
acoustic subword decomposition are stored in reference mem-
ory; in recognition mode the word is classified. In classifica-
tion, input and reference subword templates are o]ptimally time
aligned at the subword level using a DTW algorilhm. Because
each subword is characterized by a feature matrix composed of
hierarchically ordered basis vectors, ~1' ~2' ..., 5~J' the DTW
algorithm is implemented using a multilevel strategy based on
eigenvector j.
Multilevel Dynamic 1l"me Warping (MWTW) At each level
j of the multilevel DTW (MLDTW), eigenvec1:or j is used
to reduce the set of training words n to a partial subset
OJ. As demonstrated in Section IV, subword dc~omposition
and description can be characterized using 2 ,eigenvectors,
and as a result, the MLDTW algorithm is restricted to 2
levels of subword alignment. Eigenvector 1, which captures
global spectral structure, is used to reduce the search space
of reference templates for use in level 2. Eigenvector 2,
which extracts a finer, differential description oj' the spectral
envelope, is used in level 2 to reduce the search space even
further. A block diagram of the multilevel D'rw distance
computation is shown in Fig. 17.
The training set n = {Zl, Z2, ..., ZM} of reference tem-
plates is input to the MLDTW and is reduced ;at each level
j to OJ = {Zl,Z2,... ,Zp(j)} where Zm E n and p(j) is
the number of reference templates for level j. Using this
notation, the multilevel DTW distance computation consists
of the following steps:
1. Initialize parameters -j = 1, p(1) = M, and 01 = n
2. Calculate the time-normalized distance Dt" between the
input subword sequence and each refereillce subword
sequence Zm E OJ where
which includes all reference tokens Zm E OJ with dis-
tances clustered around Dmino In particular. nj includes
the Zm that satisfy
vim -Dmin < TRI. (22)
(18)
where N is the total number of subword:; in both se-
quences, and dj(k,w",(k)) is the local subword distance
between the kth subword of the input and the w( k)th
subword of reference word m. Specifically,
dj(k,Wrn(k)) = 11</J.(k) -</J.(Wrn(k:))IJ
-J -J
(19)
where <t>.(k) is the jth eigenvector of the kth subword
-J
of the input and <t>.( wm(k)) is the jth eigenvector of the
-J
w(k)th subword of reference m. The function w(k) is the
warping function extracted from a dynamic time warp
of the input subword sequence with the mth training
subword sequence and minimizes Dt,. over a constrained
set of possible w(k) [1].
5. If p(j + 1) = 1 terminate.
6. If j = 2 the algorithm is terminated otherwise j is
incremented and the algorithm proceeds to step 2.
Classification Classification can invoke the MLDTW block
at different levels of acoustic subword segmentation. If classifi-
cation of the input utterance is considered indeterminate using
the first level of subword decomposition, an additional level of
subword decomposition is initiated to extract a more detailed
description of spectral structure. The classification stage is then
reiterated using this new subword description. A high-level
block diagram of the classification stage is given in Fig. 18.
Classification consists of the following steps:
1. Initialize parameters -subword level n = 1, n consists
of the full set of training sequences.
2. n and the input utterance subword sequence is input to
the MLDTW block which outputs the reduced reference
set n3 = {iI, Z2,..., Zp(3)}' If n3 contains only 1
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na, n is incremented by 1, and the algorithm returns to step 2
to undergo an additional stage of classification.
If n = 2, the final cumulative distance
CD-FINAL(m) = CD,!,. + CD~ (26)
is calculated from a linear combination of the cumulative
distances generated by stages 1 and 2 of classification and
the recognized word corresponds to the identity of
arg [ min CD-FIN AL(m) ] .(27)
l~m~p(a)
The algorithm is tenninated.
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Fig. 18. Block diagram of the classification procedure in the subword based
recognition algorithm.
element, the algorithm is tenninated and the recognized
word corresponds to the identity of token Zl. Ifp(3) # 1,
the time-nonnalized distances generated by the MLDTW
using eigenvectors 1 and 2 are lineaJrly combined yield-
ing the cumulative word score
CD;:' = D~ + D;. (23)
where CD;:' is calculated for each Zm E 03.
3. Detennine the minimum distance olver the set of dis-
tances CD;:' in 03
r'f ~ r'f .nn ,"'.,
B. Experimental Results
We have evaluated isolated word, speaker-dependent per-
fonnance using the Texas Instruments Inc. (Tl) isolated word
database. The n database consists of a 20 word vocabulary:
the digits (0-9) and the 10 control words yes, no, erase, rubout,
repeat, go, enter, help, stop, and start spoken by eight male and
eight female speakers. Each speaker recorded 26 repetitions
of each of the 20 words for a total of 8320 utterances at a
sampling rate of 12.5 kHz. We downsampled the data to 10
kHz using the following sampling rate reduction procedure:
1) upsample to 50,000 samples/sec using zero padding; 2)
lowpass filter to 4.5 kHz using a cascade of two fourth-order
Chebyshev filters and 3) downsample to 10,000 samples/sec.
In all tests, the first 10 utterances of each .word are used as
the full training set n.
Some initial studies were conducted using the basic KLT
representation and analysis scheme outlined in Section ill in
a subword recognizer that did not use a DTW algorithm to
optimally align subword sequences. In this algorithm, only
training sequences with the same number of subwords as
the input utterance were used in the classification stage.
Consequently the full training set n was reduced to n*
which consisted only of those elements Zm E n with the
same number of subwords as the input utterance. For a more
complete description of this algorithm, see [14, 26].
All subsequent experiments were conducted using the al-
gorithm described in Section V -A and uses the subword
multilevel DTW to optimally align training and input subword
sequences. Thresholds TR, TRl, and TR were detennined
through preliminary experimentation using speaker RGL and
were set to 0.275, 2.5, and 3.2, respectively.
The subword DTW -based algorithm achieved a recognition
rate of 99.3% when evaluated using the full n database.
In contrast, the algorithm described in the previous section
that used a fixed subword classification scheme with no
DTW alignment achieved a recognition rate of 98.1 %. Thus a
substantial perfonnance improvement is achieved by using the
subword DTW alignment. This difference might be more strik-
ing for a vocabulary consisting of greater linguistic complexity
and, in particular, consisting of more multisyllablic words.
The recognition rate achieved with the subword DTW -based
algorithm compares quite favorably with other algorithms. In
particular, the error rate is better than vector quantization [2]
and substantially better than six of seven commercial recog-
nizers [24] evaluated using the same database and training
vLlmin = Ill1n vJ~~. I..l.'t)
1~m~p(3)
4. If the distances are not clustered, tht~ word is classified,
i.e. if
CD;:'-CDmin>TR2 m=I,,2,...p(3) (25)
the recognized word corresponds to the identity of the
template with the minimum distant;e CDmin and the
algorithm is terminated.
If this condition is not met and n = 1, the input utterance
undergoes an additional level of subwon:l decomposition to
extract a more detailed subword description. Hence the input
utterance is again input to the subword d(~omposition block,
shown in Fig. 16, with TR reset to TR.- .25. This stage is
important because it compensates for diJlerent vocabularies
with varying degrees of linguistic confusability and different
speakers with varying degrees of inter-word articulatory dif-
ferentiation. Following subword decomposition, n is reset to
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TABLE I
RECOGNrrJON RESULTS FOR EACH SPEAKER FOR mE SUBWORD TW-BASED ALGoRITHM
A. With second8l"J' B. No secondary ..
S ak se ta ti..A V8. B C. Digit sequencepe er gmen on segmentation
%Recognition %Recognition %Change %Recognition
JWS 100 99.7 ~.3 100
SJN 99.1 98.1 -1 100
ALK 100 100 0 100
SAS 99.1 97.8 -1.3 99.4
GNL 98.1 98.4 +0.3 99.4
CJP 99.4 99.4 0 100
HNI 99.4 99.4 0 99.4
DFG 98.1 99.1 +1 98.8
TBS 100 100 0 100
Rill 98.8 98.1 ~.7 100
KAB 99.4 99.7 +0.3 100
RGL 100 100 0 100
WMF 99.4 99.1 ~.3 100
GRD 99.4 99.1 -0.3 100
MSW 99.7 99.7 0 100
REH 99.4 90 -9.4 99.4
all 99.3 98.6 -0.7 99.8
procedure. A synopsis of results for each speaker is presented
in column A of Table I.
An additional experiment was conducted to d(:termine the
effect of secondary subword segmentation on perJ:ormance by
removing the additional level of subword segmentation from
the classification procedure. A summary of results for each
speaker is presented in Column B of Table I. Th,~ results are
speaker dependent in which it is apparent that some speakers
are adversely affected more than others and obviously require
greater subword reduction than other speakers.
The algorithm was also evaluated using only the digit subset
(0-9) of the TI database. A summary of results is presented
in Column C of Table I.
word spectra are captured and described simply by the KLT
transformation matrix without undue complications of exact
time alignment. This new recognition approach uses a signal-
dependent representation and classification scheme in which
each subword is characterized by a unique feature basis opti-
mally selected to represent its spectral structure. It is a hybrid
approach incorporating both mathematical and linguistical
concepts. It is mathematically oriented because it performs
a fixed mathematical transformation per acoustic subword
requiring no human intervention and linguistically oriented
because it extracts a non-uniform feature basis per subword
that captures acoustic-phonetic features. The new approach
uses a hierarchically based classification strategy similar to
linguistical classification schemes in which the eigenvectors
are used to reduce search alternatives at each level.
Performance results substantiate the sufficiency of the eigen-
vectors to independently capture gross acoustic-phonetic sub-
word structure and perform adequately in limited vocabulary,
speaker-dependent recognition tasks. However the KLT also
generates a set of frame-based transform coefficients and
eigenvalues in addition to the KLT transformation matrix for
each acoustic subword. We have described how the KLT
transform coefficients capture additional information about
time-varying spectral structure and formant trajectories which
should be useful for more complex recognition tasks. In
fact, we are currently investigating the use of both the KLT
transform coefficients and transformation matrix to perform
speaker-independent recognition.
Although this approach requires further investigation, the
satisfactory recognition results and the ability of the KLT to
capture time-varying structure demonstrate the potential of
this new speech representation and analysis framework for
circumventing some of the conventional problems encountered
by automatic speech recognition systems, i.e. noise, time
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new approach that exploits linguistic
and perceptual properties of speech to derive a ~:ignal-based,
mathematical framework that describes the Ijme-varying
acoustic-phonetic properties of speech. In this approach, an
initial acoustic subword decomposition of the l'laveform is
performed to capture gross quasi-stationary regions. Each
acoustic subword is efficiently represented by a ,;:ritical band
decomposition and a KLT analysis. The KLT basis vectors
describe acoustic-phonetic properties in the spectral domain,
while the KLT transform coefficients capture transition
characteristics in time. Because the KLT des,;:ribes time-
varying specttal characteristics, it inherently compensates for
subwords not detected by the automatic acoustic subword
algorithm. Hence the new approach is a robust procedure for
representing the time-varying acoustic-phonetic !properties of
the spectral envelope.
A significant new property of our approaclh to speech
recognition is that major characteristics of the acoustic sub-
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alignment and confusable sounds. Note that the speech repre-
sentation, i.e. the eigenvectors, is unchangedl by the presence of
additive white noise. Limited recognition l:ests in noise have
been reported in [14].
The detailed infonnation provided by the KLT of the
spectral envelope, using only a few coefficients, indicates that
the approach may also have merit in analysi!'./synthesis. In spite
of the need to include the representation bw;is vectors, i.e., the
KLT matrix as well as the KL coefficients, we show in Part
II that an efficient strategy for the encoding of the spectral
envelope can be achieved.
[22] M. Basseville and A. Benveniste, "Sequential detection of abrupt
changes in spectral characteristics of digital signals," IEEE Trans.
Inform. Theory, vol. rr-29, pp. 709-723, Sept. 1983.
[23] R. Andre-Obrecht, ..A new statistical approach for the automatic seg-
mentation of continuous speech signals," IEEE Trans. Acoust. Speech,
Signal Processing, vol. 36, pp. 29-40, Jan. 1988.
[24] G. R. Doddington and T. B. Schalk, "Speech recognition: Turning theory
to practice," IEEE Spectrum, pp. 26-32, Sept. 1981.
[25] L. C. W. Pols, "Real-time recognition of spoken words," IEEE Trans.
Comput., vol. C-20, pp. 972-978, Sept. 1971.
[26] K. L. Brown, "A speaker dependent isolated word recognition system
with no time alignment," Master's thesis, Univ. of California at Davis,
1987.
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